this death institution. The Lord's spiritual army is recruiting so grab an app to sing up. You shouldn't kill yourself!-suicide will only make things worst! so leave the pills remaining in the sink cabinet, ending a life is not accurate because the LORD seen you adequate, by sending His Son to advocate, on your side! You're probably in a position where your kids hate you; the job you worked at suspended you; the bills never cease to rise; your car broke down; and(slash)or your wife(slash)husband stopped loving you like the first time ya'll crossed path. Listen, although these circumstances causes wrath in your attitude, through Christ alone you can experience a joy that's timeless. My brother, don't kill yourself!-My sister, don't kill yourself! is of now there's dryness, so you're thirsty with this kindness of receiving the finest, and it's getting too loud right now to hear silence, but the Good News is added in Jesus-no minus. It's going to be okay! So rest in the Lord and chill; despite of the high hills along with the bills spilling through your sockets. If you open up and let God fulfill He will still the waves dashing the concept of taking your life. Shake off the thought of killing yourself, and cling to the cross to experience the freedom you've been searching for. No one is able to trade you like a merchant, so love yourself, and hang on, because you are different in your own tune, that is not the same song.